Hello Mr. Postma,

Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your comments and feedback on the proposed amendments to the Regulations.

Your input is important to us and as such, we will review all submissions in order to further develop the Regulations.

We invite you to visit CIPO’s website (http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/cipointernet-internetopic.nsf/eng/home) and to follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn for the latest updates.

My main concern is the right to open source without it being invaded, i mean there is so much of a economy for open source who were scared away from properiary & i believe that open source should not be allowed to give ahead the oppertunity to steal open source & then patent it & claim it as their own as no one else has patented it & it makes no sense & is a pivotal issue for the economic survival of such a open minded type of traits of incorporations & that needs protection, that is if there was already prior work before a patent, & is capable of public knowledge, Its like telling them to change something already signed & its patenting open source is a good way to make corporate filth & we need it to be solved

Thanks
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